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Early autumn saw Phil, GP sailor extraordinaire, he of hunky stature, good looks, ginger whiskers & a permanent craving for 
all things sweet, depart to pastures new
loft crew were finishing, apparently they
chance to catch up on some 
Andy Laurence who joined us earlier this year is the talented guy responsible for getting our online store up
he started working for us earlier this year he has loaded thousands of items onto the site, he tells us that he wants to add 
another three thousand onto the site by the end of February 2011.
engineer by trade who eventually ended up working in Hong Kong in the marine trade, returned to the UK six years ago & 
worked for one of the largest
outlet & the rest as they say is history. At the m
goes to plan house wise, 
                          

 

 

                 MOTHERS RUIN, THE CHRISTMAS COMPETITION
We may not build ships in the North East anymore so
watched the Tyne built Ark Royal sail through the piers for the last time,
gloom in the area, Ovington boats of Tynemouth led nowadays by Chris Tur
world class boatbuilding concern as is Alnmaritec up in Alnwick. We have Nissan, Sage, Soil 
Machine Dynamics, Fraser Hydraulics, Express Engineering, Lowrie Cash & Carry,
Composites & Denes Deli all North East success stories.
their staff are customers of ours, glad to have your custom folks. The Wylam Brewery, 
based on a farm near Heddon on the Wall www.wylambrewery.co.uk
www.jackcains.co.uk are more of the North East’s success stories
directors is a sailor too! To get you in the festive spirit, first prize this month is
Jack Cain's gin, some locally produced Fentimans tonic water
rum, second prize is 12 bottles of Wylam ale & third prize another bottle of gin.
you have to do is answer the following three questions............
Q  Which Wylam ale is named after a famous North East landmark?
Q  Jack Cains premium gin is handcrafted with? 
Q  Jack Cains Royal Sovereign rum was created for which local lad’s bicentenary in 2010?
Closing date is 5pm Friday the 31st of Dec. In the event of a tie all correct answers will be 
placed in Andy’s lucky hat, shaken NOT stirred & three winners drawn. Alas we regret that 
due to the nature of the prizes if the winner(s) come from 
outside the UK borders, gift vouchers will be substituted. 
Likewise if under 18!  
PS, not that I am an expert but...... on the rare occasion 
that I may imbibe a G & T, made of course with Jack Cain's 
gin, I use as my mixer locally produced Fentimans*  
traditional tonic water, slice of lime (not lemon) & plenty 
of ice! That to me is the dog’s b......! Speaking of dogs, 
the Wylam Breweries Dog Nobbler (named after a fly 
used by discerning anglers on the river Tyne) is a cracking 
pint. 
 
*Times newspaper rated this tonic in its top three. 

 

I started our winter newsletter after returning from my 'summer holidays'
ago! Part of this year's rest & recreation was spent sailing
Gomera, a distance of just under two hundred miles. Like Graciosa it has not been blighted by mass tourism, one of the reason
‘International’ airport, apparently a great terminal but tiny runway!
crossing time of about 30 minutes they use the futuristic looking Fred Olsen fast catamaran
breezes however as we got closer to La Gomera & encountered the acceleration zone it was, I must confess, a little bit scary. 40 knots of wind, a big confused 
sea & at times Dream On surfing at over 11 knots with a
Pete's good lady Anita, joined us for the next seven days of wining, dining, some superb walking way up in the mountains of t
least a leisurely sail down the coast, anchor, swim, sunbathe & a gentle sail back to San Sebastian
As a complete contrast I raced (once we had dug the boat out of the snow) last Sunday in the RNYC's wint
however the less said about our result the better! Andy, meanwhile
Join the Club. After their usual slow start they seem to have 
Our online store www.marinechandlery.com has taken up a fair chunk of spare time this summer season, however 
it’s only fair to say that if it wasn't for the other Andy pounding the keyboard we would
Thanks Andy you have done a great job, sorry we have neglected you, it certainly wasn't deliberate. For those folks who
live a little bit further away, short of time or stuck indoors with the conditions why not give
some months ago we have despatched kit all over the UK as well as parcels to
but a few, this week a load of Gill & Dubarry kit to a discerning sailor in Japan, paper charts to the USA
write electronic charts destined for a billionaire’s super yacht in the Maldives! Meanwhile the very old & very dated 
original website www.storrarmarine.co.uk is about to be booted into touch, and replaced with a 

 

 

           BRACE YOURSELF
With keeping our boat in the Canaries you see & meet 
an awful lot of ‘serious sailors’ as the island group is 
more often than not the departure point if you 
are setting off to cross
beyond. Spending our holidays out there & with time 
on our hands we do get talking to these guys & what 
comes over time & time again is their search & reliance 
on the best anchor money can buy. Moseying round the 
marina at San Sebastian in Gomera last mon
notice that a large proportion of these folks had fitted a 
Rocna anchor, fortunate for us, cos earlier this year 
after a lot of deliberation we had taken on the North 
East dealership for these babies! Rocna Anchors feature 
ultra-high holding power
large blade area & chisel blade tip, they are roll stable, 
easy to use, are durable & ruggedly built! To watch the 
anchor in action log onto 
two most popular size
to order with a short time lapse. One local guy I was 
speaking to the other day who had bought a Rocna at 
the beginning of the season commented once you have 
deployed your anchor & are about to put your engine in 
reverse to dig it in, "make sure you get your foredeck 
guy to hold on with both hands" such is the insta
setting & ultra-
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BYE BYE PHIL, WELCOME ANDY 
Phil, GP sailor extraordinaire, he of hunky stature, good looks, ginger whiskers & a permanent craving for 

all things sweet, depart to pastures new. However it was nice to see him again last Monday when he called in just as the sail 
ishing, apparently they didn’t take much persuading to disappear to the Lochside pub 

chance to catch up on some gossip. 
Andy Laurence who joined us earlier this year is the talented guy responsible for getting our online store up
he started working for us earlier this year he has loaded thousands of items onto the site, he tells us that he wants to add 
another three thousand onto the site by the end of February 2011. Originally from North of the border he is a mechan
engineer by trade who eventually ended up working in Hong Kong in the marine trade, returned to the UK six years ago & 

one of the largest UK based marine mail order companies, Earlier this year they closed their Manchester based 
e rest as they say is history. At the moment Andy is working from home but

goes to plan house wise, we should see him working from our Coast Road site.  

MOTHERS RUIN, THE CHRISTMAS COMPETITION 
so it was with sadness the other day we 

the Tyne built Ark Royal sail through the piers for the last time, however its not all 
Ovington boats of Tynemouth led nowadays by Chris Turner is still a 

world class boatbuilding concern as is Alnmaritec up in Alnwick. We have Nissan, Sage, Soil 
Machine Dynamics, Fraser Hydraulics, Express Engineering, Lowrie Cash & Carry, Custom 

North East success stories. Fortunately for us quite a few of 
glad to have your custom folks. The Wylam Brewery, 

www.wylambrewery.co.uk & Jack Cain gin 
success stories & guess what, one of their 

directors is a sailor too! To get you in the festive spirit, first prize this month is a bottle of 
mans tonic water PLUS a bottle of his superb 

Wylam ale & third prize another bottle of gin. To enter all 
you have to do is answer the following three questions............ 

East landmark? 

Jack Cains Royal Sovereign rum was created for which local lad’s bicentenary in 2010? 
of Dec. In the event of a tie all correct answers will be 

stirred & three winners drawn. Alas we regret that 
due to the nature of the prizes if the winner(s) come from  
outside the UK borders, gift vouchers will be substituted.  

on the rare occasion  
G & T, made of course with Jack Cain's  

plenty  
dogs,  
fly  

the river Tyne) is a cracking  

  

newsletter after returning from my 'summer holidays' just a couple of weeks ago however, with this foul weather it now seems like months 
sailing our Hunter Channel 31 Dream On from Graciosa (a small island North of Lanzarote) down to La 

Gomera, a distance of just under two hundred miles. Like Graciosa it has not been blighted by mass tourism, one of the reason
‘International’ airport, apparently a great terminal but tiny runway!  Visitors arrive by the Arimar ferry which sails from Tenerife, or if they want a shorter 

futuristic looking Fred Olsen fast catamaran. For me it was great sailing, constant sunshine & fair 
encountered the acceleration zone it was, I must confess, a little bit scary. 40 knots of wind, a big confused 
with a lee shore & unfamiliar harbour entrance coming up fast. Thanks Peter K for holding my hand. Jenny & 

Pete's good lady Anita, joined us for the next seven days of wining, dining, some superb walking way up in the mountains of t
least a leisurely sail down the coast, anchor, swim, sunbathe & a gentle sail back to San Sebastian. What more could a sailor

we had dug the boat out of the snow) last Sunday in the RNYC's winter series with young Phil Murray calling the shots, 
meanwhile, is out every second Sunday flying the flag on the river at the St Peters winter series racing 

rt they seem to have finally found the go pedal with a dead heat for first place in the last race. 
has taken up a fair chunk of spare time this summer season, however  

pounding the keyboard we would still be on the starting blocks. 
Thanks Andy you have done a great job, sorry we have neglected you, it certainly wasn't deliberate. For those folks who

little bit further away, short of time or stuck indoors with the conditions why not give us a try. Since we went live 
UK as well as parcels to Australia, Brazil, France, and Slovenia to name 

this week a load of Gill & Dubarry kit to a discerning sailor in Japan, paper charts to the USA & today as I  
s super yacht in the Maldives! Meanwhile the very old & very dated  

about to be booted into touch, and replaced with a new improved version

 

 

 

 

BRACE YOURSELF SHEILA 
With keeping our boat in the Canaries you see & meet 
an awful lot of ‘serious sailors’ as the island group is 
more often than not the departure point if you 

setting off to cross the Atlantic to the Caribbean & 
beyond. Spending our holidays out there & with time 
on our hands we do get talking to these guys & what 
comes over time & time again is their search & reliance 
on the best anchor money can buy. Moseying round the 
marina at San Sebastian in Gomera last month I did 
notice that a large proportion of these folks had fitted a 
Rocna anchor, fortunate for us, cos earlier this year 
after a lot of deliberation we had taken on the North 
East dealership for these babies! Rocna Anchors feature 

high holding power & instant setting, they have a 
large blade area & chisel blade tip, they are roll stable, 
easy to use, are durable & ruggedly built! To watch the 
anchor in action log onto www.rocna.com we carry the 
two most popular sizes in stock 10 & 15kilo, other sizes 
to order with a short time lapse. One local guy I was 
speaking to the other day who had bought a Rocna at 
the beginning of the season commented once you have 
deployed your anchor & are about to put your engine in 

to dig it in, "make sure you get your foredeck 
guy to hold on with both hands" such is the instant 

-high holding power!  
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Phil, GP sailor extraordinaire, he of hunky stature, good looks, ginger whiskers & a permanent craving for 

Monday when he called in just as the sail 
t take much persuading to disappear to the Lochside pub for a swift half and a 

Andy Laurence who joined us earlier this year is the talented guy responsible for getting our online store up & running. Since 
he started working for us earlier this year he has loaded thousands of items onto the site, he tells us that he wants to add 

Originally from North of the border he is a mechanical 
engineer by trade who eventually ended up working in Hong Kong in the marine trade, returned to the UK six years ago & 

marine mail order companies, Earlier this year they closed their Manchester based 
oment Andy is working from home but come the New Year & if everything 

 

 

with this foul weather it now seems like months 
our Hunter Channel 31 Dream On from Graciosa (a small island North of Lanzarote) down to La 

Gomera, a distance of just under two hundred miles. Like Graciosa it has not been blighted by mass tourism, one of the reasons is that they never finished their 
arrive by the Arimar ferry which sails from Tenerife, or if they want a shorter 

. For me it was great sailing, constant sunshine & fair 
encountered the acceleration zone it was, I must confess, a little bit scary. 40 knots of wind, a big confused 

coming up fast. Thanks Peter K for holding my hand. Jenny & 
Pete's good lady Anita, joined us for the next seven days of wining, dining, some superb walking way up in the mountains of the National Park, and last but not 

. What more could a sailor want?  
er series with young Phil Murray calling the shots, 

is out every second Sunday flying the flag on the river at the St Peters winter series racing  
dead heat for first place in the last race.  

the starting blocks.  
Thanks Andy you have done a great job, sorry we have neglected you, it certainly wasn't deliberate. For those folks who  

us a try. Since we went live  
to name  
 

improved version. 



HAND HELD WITH DSC 

New to the market place is Standard 
Horizon's HX851E hand held VHF which 
features DSC (digital selective calling). 
Since its launch it’s proved popular not 
only with the usual sailing, fishing & 
power boat enthusiasts but with blue 
water  sailors & the increasing  number  

of paddlers we have coming in thru our doors. Should the 
unthinkable happen & you take to your life raft or maybe 
run  into difficulties paddling in isolated waters this is the 
one for you. Naturally it floats, has a built in 12 channel 
GPS receiver, full 6 watt transmit power but can also 
transmit on 5, 2.5 or 1 Watt, its DSC functions include: 
distress call with position, all ships, urgency, safety, 
individual call, position request & group call. Other features 
include:  
.  a water activated SOS strobe light 
.  programmable channel names  
.  a preset key to recall your 10 favourite channels.  
All this & a three year warranty for only £224.99 
For details of this and all other models in their range, check 
out www.standardhorizon.com  

TRUE STORY 
Many moons ago when I still had hair on my head, girls swooned over my good looks & 
hung onto my every word in the sailing club bar! I had just finished the last race in the 
Flying 15 worlds & managed to drop my car keys in the dock just as we were craning 
our boat out. After a mild expletive or two I  scurried off to the harbour masters office 
& asked if he could ring the AA to ‘break’ into my car (where I had a spare) The 
harbour master asked what’s the problem? Without hesitation or deviation, he donned                                                      
  his coat, grabbed his trusty tool kit & trotted off to the scene of my 

misfortune, two minutes later a bunch of wet keys were in my 
hand! The Sea Searcher magnet can lift up to 64 kilos & has 
become standard issue for many harbour authorities, police & army 
search units worldwide, compass & instrument safe it’s an 
invaluable tool to keep in your kit bag at only £29-95  

 

  

      Aunty Foulin’s problem corner   

Dear Aunty Foulin, 
The cold weather of the last few days has got me fair 
worried about me fresh water pipes on board my pride & 
joy, with no lagging and no central heating to stop them 
freezing up, what do you suggest? 
 

Dear Monika Brass, 
Yes it’s cold enough to freeze the  
bits off a furry Hartlepool gent,  
suggest you ski round to Storrar’s &  
get yourself a five litre bottle of  
Freezeban which is a non toxic  
antifreeze suitable for boat and  
caravan water systems including  
calorifiers. It leaves no harmful  
residue; it is odourless and tasteless  
& will protect the system down to  
minus 15 degrees centigrade.  

 

Chandlery (including mail order), Sailmaking, Rigging, 
Boat Repairs in GRP, Engine Servicing, Electrical 

FLYING FLEA (and tree) 
We have all heard about pigs that fly, however has anyone heard of or seen 
a flying tree? Some two years ago the industrial rigging arm of our company 

www.greatcirclerigging.co.uk was involved in suspending a variety of objects 
including a rowing 8, propellers, bicycles etc. Materials used were stainless 

steel wire, rigging screw tensioners, shackles & a large helping of our riggers 
skills down at Langley Academy near Slough. Well two years later we were 

back, this time to lower to the ground some of the original displays & install 

new ones. The trickiest to get right was a Flying Flea aircraft (designed by 
French furniture manufacturer Henri Mignet) & yes you guessed it a real live 

tree! With the recession hitting the building industry hard it has been a bit 
quiet however, recently, we have been involved in making up a load of 

stainless cables for some of the Olympic projects & later this year, or maybe 
early next sees us at the Iron Bridge museum in Telford, no trees this time 

just more objects to hang from the ceiling. 

 

THRU OUR CHANDLERY DOORS 
We do get some very interesting folk thru our  
chandlery doors, shame this 'encounter' was after  
closing time as it would have been fascinating to  
learn a little more, however we wish Naomi & her  
team all the best & hope to see their names in the  
record books! Yes times are hard but if you can  
spare a little & help support Combat Stress I am  
sure they would appreciate any donations. 
 
“Thank you so much for staying open the other week to fit the gas cannister in my 
lifejacket. As promised, here is a little bit about our Atlantic rowing campaign if you 
would like to include it in your next newsletter and there are two photos attached of 
the team and the boat. 
On Christmas Eve, Team Hallin is setting off from Tenerife on a World Record attempt 
rowing across the Atlantic Ocean. The six-man team (including one woman) is hoping 
to beat the current record of 33 days and 7 hours in their rowing trimaran. Four of the 
team have spent many happy years rowing on the Tyne. As part of Team Hallin, they 
will be living a gruelling life of shifts of rowing two hours and resting two hours for as 
long as it takes to reach their destination of Barbados. Not only are they attempting a 
world record, they are also raising money for Combat Stress, a charity that supports 
ex-service men and women.  If you would like to follow their progress, their website 
www.teamtriton.co.uk will be regularly updated during the row.  More importantly, if 
you would like to donate to Combat Stress, which is the UK's leading military charity 
specialising in the care of Veterans' mental health Combat, please see the just giving 
webpage 
http://www.justgiving.com/teamtriton 
Thank you for your support and wishing everyone a very Merry Christmas!” Naomi 

 

BULLSH.T, NO ITS GULL.... 
This time of year the gulls seem to spend their waking days 
(and nights) making an awful mess on our boats, canopies 
& covers. Yes it’s ok to power wash your boat down if 
its constructed from glassfibre, but do remember to keep 
the high pressure water jet away from the teak & do NOT  
under any circumstances use it to  
clean your canvas work, nothing  
destroys the fabric & stitching quicker!  
If you are not using the boat in the  
winter, if practicable, remove all  
canvas work and sails & either clean  
them yourself or give them to us &  
we will sort. Image(s) show a before  
& after cover from a Sunderland  
based powerboat, washed, proofed,  
and once again looking a million  
dollars.* 
If you're into DIY, with acrylic fabrics you should: 
.  Hose down regularly to prevent dirt becoming ingrained 
in weave of fabric. Wash carefully without excessive 
scrubbing using water at temperatures below 40 degrees C 
and soft soaps.  
.  Do not use detergents, chlorine solutions or solvents.  
.  Rinse thoroughly and allow to dry naturally.  
.  Do not tumble dry. Ensure fabric is dry before storage.  
.  For best results fabric should be re-proofed after washing 
and drying.         
*NB The cover didn’t change colour, the ‘before’ photo was 
taken outside due to how dirty it was! 2nd picture taken in 
sail loft after returning from Trevor’s Tip Top Sail Laundry 

 

 

 


